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QUESTION NO: 1
An enterprise has deployed devices such as IP PBXs and eServers to provide audio and video communication, instant
messaging, and group messaging functions. At present, the enterprise requires the data conference content sharing
function. To implement the preceding requirement, which of the following components needs to be deployed?
A. SBC
B. Meeting Server
C. UM Server
D. MAA

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 2
Which of the following statements is INCORRECT as regard to the CDR system?
A. The unified gateway provides an open and secure interface for a third-party billing system or center to obtain CDRs.
B. BMU provides the CDR query function.
C. Original CDRs are stored in the CDR pool of the unified gateway.
D. After CDRs are obtained from the CDRServer, the CDRs in the current folder are deleted and saved to the backup folder.

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 3
The BMU supports the following CDR related functions: (). (Multiple Choice)
A. Querying, collecting statistics on, and exporting CDRs
B. Setting charging rates
C. Configuring connection to the CDRServer
D. Deleting CDRs
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ANSWER: A C

QUESTION NO: 4
The console system must consist of (). (Multiple Choice)
A. Console server
B. SoftConsole
C. U1900 unified gateway
D. BMU

ANSWER: A B C

QUESTION NO: 5
About the values of SynDataState (synchronization status between the primary and standby nodes), which of the following
statements are CORRECT? (Multiple Choice)
A. IDLE indicates that the data is synchronized.
B. First indicates the first full backup.
C. Routine indicates the idle state and that no data synchronization is performed.
D. Unknown indicates that the primary node is not connected to the standby node.

ANSWER: B D

QUESTION NO: 6
In the local two-node cluster redundancy scenario, when the U1900 series unified gateway on the active node is faulty,
service servers need to be manually connected to the unified gateway on the standby node.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE

ANSWER: B
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QUESTION NO: 7
Which of the following services does the eServer provide? (Multiple Choice)
A. Status presence
B. Instant messaging
C. SIP registration
D. File transfer

ANSWER: A B D

QUESTION NO: 8
In a multi-node centralized call management network, if an AR router is configured as the bcal node, the AR service mode
must be set to the PBX mode.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 9
About the local regeneration prefix on the local node(U1900), which of the following statements are CORRECT? (Multiple
Choice)
A. The call property of the local regeneration prefix is Local regeneration call.
B. The call property of the local regeneration prefix is Local call.
C. When you configure the local regeneration prefix, you need to configure the office route selection code.
D. The local regeneration prefix is valid only when the local gateway works in local regeneration mode.

ANSWER: A C

QUESTION NO: 10
During software installation, you can first install the eServer and then the BMU and database.
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A. TRUE
B. FALSE

ANSWER: B

QUESTION NO: 11
The default eSpace user statuses include (). (Multiple Choice)
A. Busy
B. Away
C. Online
D. Offline
E. On Vacation

ANSWER: A B C D

QUESTION NO: 12
Which of the following components provide the directory interface for eSpace Mobile? (Multiple Choice)
A. BMU
B. eServer
C. MAA
D. AppAgent

ANSWER: C D

QUESTION NO: 13
AR routers provide flexible slot combinations. Two SIC slots can be combined into one WSIC slot. Two SIC slots and the
WSIC slot below can be combined into one XSIC slot by removing the guide rail.
A. TRUE
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B. FALSE

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 14
After a whitelist is configured on a U1900 series unified gateway, only users whose IP addresses are in the whitelist can log
in to the unified gateway and modify configuration data.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE

ANSWER: A

QUESTION NO: 15
In the two typical networking schemes of AR voice routers, which of the following statements is CORRECT?
A. AR routers in local branch scenarios do not provide the IP phone registration function in any case.
B. When a device on the central node is faulty and the AR router in the local branch scenario enables the local regeneration
function, IP phones on both the central node and the local node register with the AR router.
C. When configuring the AR router in local branch scenarios, you do not need to configure user data. All user data is
synchronized from the central gateway.
D. AR routers in independent PBX scenarios can provide diverse functions such as user registration, call routing, voice
services, and automatic switchboard.

ANSWER: D
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